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BY

EDWARD  KASNER

The object of the present paper is to work out for space of three dimensions

a geometric theory analogous to that given for the two-dimensional case in an

earlier paper, f

We consider a particle moving freely in space under the action of any posi-

tional force, and write its equations of motion in the form

(1) x = cb(x,y,z),        y = yjr(x,y,z),        z * x(as, y% »),

where the dots indicate derivatives with respect to the time. The functions

</>, i/r, x are assumed to have partial derivatives of first and second order in

the region of space considered. The case where the force vanishes everywhere

is excluded.

The motion of the particle is determined when its initial position and initial

velocity are given. By taking all possible initial conditions we obtain a definite

quintuply infinite system of trajectories. Our object is to study the properties

of such systems of curves with a view to obtaining a complete geometric charac-

terization.    The main result is stated in article 39 at the end of the paper.

The first properties derived are consequences of the elementary fact that the

osculating plane at any point of a trajectory is determined by its initial direc-

tion and by the direction of the force (articles 4-11). The next set relate to

osculating spheres.J With each lineal element there are associated oo1 osculat-

ing spheres whose centers lie on a straight line (articles 12—15). The straight

lines corresponding to all the elements at a point form a congruence of order

one and class three determined by a twisted cubic curve (articles 16-23). The

properties obtained at this stage belong to a more general class of curve systems

than the dynamical class. The final characterization is attained by introducing

certain related systems of plane curves, here termed »S-systems, which have all the

* Presented to the Society September 6, 1906.    Received for publication December 12, 1906.

t The Trajectories of Dynamics, Transactions of the Amerioan Mathematical So-

oiety, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 401-424.    We shall refer to this as Trajectories.

X Properties Ix, l2, and II of the present paper were given in a note published intheBulletin

of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 12 (1905), pp. 71-74.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 10 135
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properties of plane systems of trajectories (articles 29-39). The »S-system in a

given plane may be obtained dynamically by constructing, at each point of the

plane, the component of the force (1) acting in that plane ; the two-dimensional

field thus derived generates the required system.

It will be seen that the spatial properties are not direct extensions of those

given in the plane theory ; and that the present theory requires the previous

discussion of the two-dimensional case. The earlier theory is thus not absorbed

by the present paper.

The logical relations of the various properties are settled by converting the

main theorems, thus bringing to light general systems of curves of interest

apart from their connections with dynamics. Of the incidental results we men-

tion only the interpretation of the curl of the force given in article 21, and the

special characterization of conservative forces in articles 22 and 40.*

Differential equations of the trajectories

1. In order to derive the geometrical properties of the trajectories, it is

necessary to eliminate the time. We distinguish the two types of derivatives

involved by means of dots and primes.    Thus

dx dy dz
x =

(2)

x - dt '   y - di '   z~dt'etc<'

t-y,(b      ^    x- ¿<p
. x   — ..       .

,     dy ,      dz
y=dx'        Z=Tx^tC-

The geometric derivatives may be expressed in terms of the kinematic as follows :

„N ,     y ,     ¿ „     xij — i/x xz — zx

(3)     2/=x'   z=x>   y -—sr-«   z=—¥~-

Combining these equations with (1), we obtain two expressions for x2, namely

w ■■
Thus one result free from the time is

,,* ■f-y'<p    x- z'<p
(0 ) -Ti- =   -Ti- •W y z

Differentiating equations (4) with respect to x, we find two other equations

*The transformation theory given at the conclusion of Trajectories (articles 26-29) may be

extended to space, but is not considered in the present paper. In the discussion of the Appell

transformation (article 30), the formulas should be expressed, not in terms of the times t and (,,

but, as in Appell's treatment, in terms of the differentials dt and dt,. The. finite representation

of page 423 yields merely the affine transformation. The appropriate converse question was

solved by Painlevé, Journal de Mathématiques (1894).
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free from the time.

137

(6)

(7)

(f-y'eb)y'" =

(X-z'cb)z'" =

ft o  i     «2
y —oepy  ,

i z   — ¿cpz   ,

1      </>* + y'eby + z'cbz

y ir, + y'^y + »>.

1 4>, + y'<py + *'&

»'   x, + y'x, + z'x,

where the subscripts denote partial derivatives.

The quintuply infinite system of trajectories is completely represented by the

equations (5) and (6).    We write these in the form

as" = Ey",

y" = Py" + Qy"\
(»i

where

E=
x-z'<l>

Q =
-3cb

(8')

ir — y'P V~-yjr — yep '

1     0* + y'ty + *'<P,

y   ^x + y'tyy + »>.

ir — tf4>
All other equations between the geometric derivatives, including (7), are indeed

consequences of (8). This may be seen from the fact that a trajectory is com-

pletely determined by the assignment of the initial values of x,y,z,y, z, y";

for this is equivalent, according to (4), to the assignment of iuitial position and

initial velocity. The corresponding values of z", y" are given by (8), and those

of z", y", zXy, etc., are obtained by successive differentiation of (8).

2. It will be convenient, in part of the subsequent discussion, to define the

force whose components are ef>, yjr, ^ by the functions

(9)
+

*-?■ *-?■
<ï> = log eb.

The first two of these define the direction of the force ; the equations of the

lines of force are, in fact,

(10) dx : dy : dz = 1 : cox : <'■>■

The third depends upon the intensity of the force, and completely defines it

when the other two are known.

The coefficients in the fundamental equations (8) may now be written

Y   y-<

au + y'w\» + z<0u
(8")

y — «i

P = ®x + y'<by + z'<i>2
y -
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By differentiating the first equation (8) and combining with the second, we

obtain

z" = Etf" + E'y" = (^P+K^z" + |v'.

This may be written in the form

(10) z" = Pz" + Qz'2,

where

(10')     P = <&   +y'*>  +z'cp _"H1±^±*^, Q~-J-,
v      ' * ^¥    »T        z z — o»2 v      z — eo2 '

and is, of course, equivalent to (7).

3. It may be shown, as in Trajectories, that if two fields cp, yfr, x an(I

<pj, yjrx, Xii Iea(l to the same trajectories, that is, the same equations (8), then

they can differ only by a constant factor. The system of trajectories thus

determines the field.*
Osculating planes.

4. Property I. The osculating plane of a trajectory at a given point is

determined by its initial direction and by the direction of the force acting at the

given point. This familiar fact is easily verified analytically by noting that the

general equation of the osculating plane is

\X   Y    Z

(11) 1    y'    *'i = 0,

i

where the current coordinates X, Y, Z refer to axes passing through the given

point.    This is satisfied, in virtue of (5), by X: Y: Z = eb : yjr : x •

Property I. — The osculating planes of all trajectories passing through

a given point form a pencil.

The axis of the pencil has the direction of the force acting at the given point.

5. Converse of I. It is easy to determine all quintuply infinite systems of

curves possessing property I. Let the direction, fixed for each point, be defined

by the ratios

1 :»,:»„

where to, and tt>2 are arbitrary functions oí x,y, z. By hypothesis, the osculat-

ing plane (11) passes through this direction for all possible values y', z , y", z".

Hence

1       tól        W2

1    y'     ," = 0,

0    y"    ¡s" I
* A geometric construction of the field will appear in a later paper, The inverse problem of

dynamics.
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which gives

z        z  — a>.

y    y — °>i

Conversely, when this relation is fulfilled, the curves have the required prop-

erty.    Hence :

All quintuply infinite systems of curves possessing property I are repre-

sented by differential equations of the form

z **->—r, y =Ky '
(12)

y'"—/(«i y-, z, y\»'> y")-

The result thus contains two arbitrary functions ta,, cù2 of x, y, z and an arbi-

trary function f of the six arguments indicated.

6. Property I,. Before proceeding to essentially new properties, we derive

a few corollaries of interest. If the initial position and direction, fixed by the

values of a-, y, z, y', z , be given, then y" is arbitrary and we thus have oo1 tra-

jectories.    For these we may state the elementary result :

The oo1 trajectories corresponding to a given lineal element have (at the given

point) a common osculating plane.

7. Property I2.    The torsion of any curve is given by the general formula

In m       a  m
v z   — z y

P      (y y   + z z y - (1 + y   + z  )(y    + z   )

For trajectories, we have
./ -T7-    II

z  = Ky .

Hence

z   = Ky   + E y ,
where

Ki = K (*' - »2) -< (yy-_ wi )

(y -°>i)2

Introducing these values in (13), we find

(14) X = _^-,_.

This does not involve y" or z".    Hence the result :

The oox trajectories determined by a given lineal element have (at the given

point) the same torsion.

8. Converse of I, and I2. These properties hold not only for dynamical

systems, but for the more general systems (12). They are thus consequences

of I and might in fact have been derived synthetically from it.    The converse,
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however, does not hold. There are in fact systems possessing both I, and I2

(for all lineal elements) but not possessing I. We omit the discussion and state

the result :

A system of space curves possesses property I, when the relation between

z" and y" is of the form

(15) z" = k(x,y,z,y',z')y",

where k is arbitrary.    It also possesses properly 1¿ provided the function k

satisfies the equation

(16)' ^, + M, = 0.

The function E, appearing in (8) and (12), is seen to be a special solution

of (16).

8'. Related helices. At each point of a space curve it is possible to con-

struct a unique helix having in common with the given curve its direction, its

osculating plane, its curvature, and its torsion.* We term this the related

helix. If the current coordinates X, Y, Z refer to axes determined by the

tangent, principal normal, and binormal at the given point, then the axis of

the helix is given by the formulas

(17) Y=
rp2 X r

r2 + p2' Z~      p'

where r and p ave the radii of curvature and torsion respectively.

Consider now the oo1 trajectories passing through a given point in a given

direction. These have a common osculating plane and a common torsion. The

curvature varies from curve to curve.    The elimination of r from (17) gives

(18) Y(X2+ Z2) + PXZ = 0.

This is recognized as Plücker's normal equation for a cylindroid.f    Hence:

The ool trajectories determined by a given lineal element give rise to related

helices whose axes generate a cylindroid.

The discussion shows that this holds for the more general systems obtained in

article 8.    The result is thus a consequence of I, and I2.

9. Distribution of torsion. In article 7 it was shown that for each lineal

element there is a definite value of p. If we consider the oo2 elements at a

given point, they will subdivide into sets of oo1 according to the values of the

parameter p.    Up has a given value, say c, the corresponding elements are

*Scheffers, Theorie der Curven, p. 197. The contact is not of the third order unless dr/ds

vanishes.    Only in this case does an osculating helix exist.

t A cylindroid presents itself in a different connection in Scheffer's discussion (I.e., p. 196).

There r is fixed, while p varies.   The elimination of p from (17) leads to Y(X2 + Z2)—rZ2 = 0.
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found, from (14), to be

(20)  (»,*'- co2y')2 + (y'-coj + (z'- coj - c

The elements thus determine the cone

(20') (coxZ-co2Y)2+(Y-coxX)2+(Z-co2X)2-c

141

y - »i   wix + y'<% + z'mu

z'+£ö2  wu + y'a%,i + z'œt,

(21) = o.

Y-coxX o>XxX+coXyY+eoXiZ

Z-co2X co^X+m.Y+co^Z

The trajectories which pass through a given point and have there the

same torsion are arranged so that their initial directions form a quadric cone.

10. When the given torsion is zero, (20') becomes

Y-coxX    coXxX+coXyY+coxZ

Z-co2X    co2xX+ co2yY+ coJZ

In this case the osculating plane has four, instead of three, consecutive points

in common with the curve.

Of the. oo3 trajectories through a given point there are oo2 with hyperoscu-

lating planes. The lineal elements of these trajectories generate the quadric

cone (21).

11. By varying c in (20') we obtain a pencil of cones. It may be shown that

all pass through the element defined by the ratios

(22) l:cox:co2.

and that along this element they have a common tangent plane

1 Ü), cù2

(23) 0    coXx+coxcoXy+co2coXz    eo^ + coxco2y+co2co2t   =0.

X Y Z

The element (22) has the direction of the line of force and the plane (23) is the

osculating plane of the line of force.

Osculating spheres.

12. The properties thus far obtained are consequences of property I. To

obtain independent properties we now consider osculating spheres. If we take

the given point as origin and let X, Y, Z denote the coordinates of the center

of the sphere, the equation of the sphere is

xi + y* + z* - 2Xx - 2Xy -2Zz = 0.

The conditions for osculation with a given curve are

X+y'Y+z'Z = 0,

(24) y"Y+z"Z=l + y'2 + z'\

y'"Y+z'"Z=3(y'y"+z'z").
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From these we obtain the general formulas

(-t     ,       '2    .      i2 \ /    i   m i    ni\ n /    /   " i    ir\ /    i    a    ,       i   a \
i + y +g)(yg —gy ) — 3(y» — zy )(yy + zz )x = -

(25)   i-=

y z   — » y

1 + y   + g  )g   — óz (y y  +z z )

y * — * y

ii    ,      ,2.(.      . l¿     ,       t*. \     m c    11 /     t     11     ,        1   II \

l+y+z)y-3y(yy+zz)
"   ~~ fr    ut H      ftr 5

y z   —z y

13. Property II. Consider the oo1 trajectories determined by a given lineal

element. For these y" is arbitrary and z", y"', z" are determined as functions of

y" by the fundamental differential equations (8) and the derived equation (10).

If we substitute these values in (25) or, as is more convenient, in (24), we may

eliminate the parameter y" and obtain two relations between X, Y, Z. One of

these is already given by the first equation (24) ; the other is found to be

(26) PY+ EPZ +Q(l+y'2 + z'2) - 3(y' + Ed) = 0.

The coefficients in both these equations are constants since they depend only

upon the given lineal element. Since the equations are linear in X, Y, Z, we

have

Property II. The osculating spheres of the oo1 trajectories passing through

a given point in a given direction have their centers on a straight line.

The straight line is necessarily in the plane perpendicular to the given direc-

tion at the given point, i. e., in the common normal plane of the oo1 trajectories.

Since the spheres all pass through the given point, it follows from the above

that they pass through a common circle. Hence property II may be restated in

this form :

The osculating spheres of the oo1 trajectories described above form a pencil.

14. Converse of II. It is clear that II is independent of I. In fact the

proof of I depended upon only the first of the fundamental equations (8), while

that of II involved also the second.

We now find all systems of curves possessing I and II. By article 5 the dif-

ferential equations are necessarily of the form (12). It remains to determine the

form of the function /. The hypothesis is that for each lineal element the

locus of the centers (X, Y, Z) of the osculating spheres shall be a straight

line. Since the centers are necessarily in the plane normal to the element, the

equations of the straight line may be taken in of the form

X+y'Y+z'Z = Q,

AXX+ A2Y+ A3Z+ A4 = 0,
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where the coefficients A involve x, y, z, y'', z in any way. Substituting the

general values (25) in the second of these equations, we find a relation of the

form

(l+y',+,'VA^-52i')-3(5li''-ß2f)(y>"+äV') + 53(!/'V''-,'V'>ö,

where the .ß's involve only x,y,z,y',z. Introducing the values of z", y'"

given in (12) and the value of z" found by differentiation, we obtain

f=Gy" + Hy"2,

where G and H ave functions of x, y, z, y , z .

It is easy to verify that this condition is sufficient, that is, that property II

holds for all values of G and H.    Hence :

The most general quintuply infinite system of space curves possessing prop-

erties I and II is defined by equations of the form

(27) z" = Ey" = j^y\        y" = Gy" + Hy"K,

the result thus involves two arbitrary functions ta,, a>2 of x, y, z, and two

arbitrary functions G, H of x, y, z, y , z.

15. Correspondence of centers. We now prove a property which holds not

only for dynamical systems but for the general systems just obtained.

For each of the oo1 curves corresponding to a given lineal element we may

construct a circle of curvature and an osculating sphere. Denote their centers by

0' and O" respectively. By property II the locus of O" is a straight line. The

locus of O' is evidently also a straight line, namely, the principal normal which,

by property I,, is common to all the curves. We now prove that the ranges

described by O' and O" are similar.

Take the given point as origin and the given initial direction as that of the

axis of abscissas. Then the distance from O' to the given point, that is, the

radius of curvature, is found to be

1

y7'VV+E2'
(28)

The ordinate of O" is

(29) Z Ky"   -

Eliminating y", we obtain a relation of the form

Z = ar + b,

which proves the result stated.    In the dynamical case the property may be

expressed as follows :
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If a particle is projected from a given point in a given direction, and if

for each of the oo1 trajectories obtained by varying the initial velocity we con-

struct the center O' of the circle of curvature and the center 0" of the osculat-

ing sphere, then the points 0' and O" describe similar ranges.

There is no difficulty in proving this synthetically as a conseque ice of I and II.

The congruence ii and the cubic T.

16. Equations of SI. We have seen that to each lineal element there cor-

responds a definite straight line, the locus of the centers of the osculating spheres.

If the point is kept fixed and the direction of the element varied, then oo2 of

these straight lines are obtained. What is the character of the congruence SI

thus generated ?

The equations of the straight line corresponding to a given element, found in

article 13, may be written

X + y'Y+z'Z = Q,

(30) 1     <px + y'(by + z'epz

y  fx+y'^y+z^
Y+

1     ebr + y'cby + z'eb2

z   x* + y'Xy + zXi
Z = 3(cp + y'-f + z'x).

Here x, y, z have fixed values and y, z are arbitrary parameters leading to the

oo2 straight lines of ii. The quadratic terms in y, z may be eliminated by

combining the equations, giving the result :

The congruence Í1 is defined by the equations

(31)
where

X+y'Y+z'Z=0,        AX+BY+ CZ = 3D,

(31')
A = y'eby + z'cbz, B = tyx + y'(fy — cbf) + z'tyz,

C= Xx + y'Xy + Z'{X, - <k)>       D = <t> + y'^ + ¿X-

17. The cubic curve Y. If the values of X, Y, Z are given, then, since the

equations (31) are linear in the parameters, they will determine, in general,

unique values of y, z'.    Hence the congruence is of order one.

The equations (31) may be written in the form

(32) X+Yy'+ Zz' = 0,        a+ßy'+yz' = 0,

where

a = +zY+xxZ-3d>,

ß = ehvX+ (fy -^Y+XyZ- 3^,

y = cbzX+^Y+(xI-ebx)Z-3x.

Hence the element corresponding to a general point X, Y, Z is given by the

formulas

(33) dx : dy : dz = Al:A2: As,
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where

AL=Yj-Zß=cbzXY-cpyXZ+fzY2+(Xz-iry)YZ-3xY-XyZ2+3irZ,

&,= Za-Xy-cbzX2-fzXY+(cb-xf)XZ+3%X+^YZ+xIZ2+3cbZ,

A3=A/3- Ya=cby X2+ (+-4>,) XY+Xy XZ-BfX-^ Y2-Xx YZ+3eb Y.

The point X, Y, Z will be singular if the equations (33) do not determine

the element.    This will be the case when

(34) A, = A2 = A3 = 0.
From the identity

(35) X\ + YA2+ ZA3 = 0,

which is readily verified, it is seen that (34) represents a cubic curve.

The singular points of the congruence SI form a twisted cubic curve.

It will be convenient to have the equations of this curve T in parametric

form. These may be found by expressing the fact that for a singular point the

equations (32) differ only by a factor \. Hence the required parametric equa-

tions are

\X+y\rxY+XxZ=3eb,

(36) cbyX+(+y-cbx + \)Y+XyZ=3+,

4>zX+fzY+(xz-cbx + X)Z = 3X.

The explicit expressions for X, Y, Z as cubic functions of the parameter \ will

not be needed in the following discussion.

18. Property III,. We now may prove that the congruence il is completely

defined by the curve V, by showing that every straight line of Í! has two singu-

lar points, that is, is a secant of Y.

Since any element may be made to take the direction of the axis of abscissas

by revolving the axes, it will be sufficient to prove the statement for the single

element y = 0, z = 0.    The corresponding straight line, by (31), is

X=0,        fxY+XxZ-3cb = 0.

It is easy to verify, by using either (34) or (36), that this line has two points

in common with T.

Property III,. The straight lines which correspond, according to prop-

erty II, to the oo2 elements at a given point, form a congruence which is com-

posed of the secants of a twisted cubic curve.

19. Property III2.    The preceding article associates with any given point a
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definite cubic Y. From the equations (34) it is seen that the curve passes

through the given point, which is there taken as the origin of the X, Y, Z

coordinates. In the parametric representation (36), the origin is given by the

value \ = oo. The direction of the curve at that point is found to be given

by the ratios cb : y¡r : x> it is therefore the same as the direction of tie force act-

ing at the given point. This direction is defined geometrically in connection

with property I.    We may, therefore, state the new property as follows :

Property IH2. The cubic curve Y, associated by property III, with any

point, passes through that point in the direction of the axis of the pencil of

osculating planes described in property I.

20. Quadrics through Y. Consider the oo2 trajectories passing through a

given point and having initial directions in a given plane. The lineal elements

thus satisfy a linear relation

(37) adx + bdy + cdz = 0.

It follows, from (33), that the corresponding centres X, Y, Z satisfy the

equation

(38) aA, + oA2+cA3 = 0.

The locus of the centers of the osculating spheres of the oo2 trajectories

touching a given plane at a given point is a quadric surface.

The quadrics (38) are in fact the linear system of quadrics passing through

the cubic curve Y. The result is really a corollary of the previous properties

and may be derived synthetically. The straight line corresponding to a given

element is obtained by constructing the plane perpendicular to that element at

the given point; this plane cuts Y in two new points; the line connecting these

's the required line. If then we take the pencil of elements determined by a

plane through the given point, the corresponding normal planes form a pencil ;

hence the corresponding straight lines form a regulus. This determines a

quadric of the linear system (38).

21. Interpretation of the curl. To each plane (37) through the given point

there corresponds a definite quadric (38). For which planes will this quadric

be a rectangular hyperboloid ?

The condition for such a quadric is that the sum of the coefficients of

X2, Y2, Z2 shall vanish.    This gives

(39) a(+z - xy) + b(xx- *.) + c(<P„ - **)- 0.

This means that the plane (37) must contain the fixed direction defined by

the ratios

(40) f» -%/•%»- 4>,'4>,-ir*'
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These three quantities are the components of the curl of the force cb, i¡r, x-

Hence :

The direction of the curl of the force at any given point is defined geomet-

rically by the fact that the quadrics corresponding, according to article 20, to

the planes containing this direction are rectangular liyperboloids. This is

not the case for any other planes through the given point.

22. Conservative force. The force is conservative when, and only when,

the curl vanishes identically. In this case condition (39) holds for all values

of a, b, c. Hence the quadric corresponding to any plane is a rectangular

hyperboloid. The cubic curve Y is then of a particular species which may also

be termed rectangular. Its definitive property may be expressed in simple form:

the three asymptotic directions of the cubic are mutually orthogonal.

Our result is thus a purely geometric characterization of the conservative case :

When, and only when, the force is conservative are the cubic curves Y, cor-

responding to all points of space in accordance with property III,, of the rect-

angular species.

23. Converse of III. Our next problem is to determine all curve systems

possessing properties III, and III2 in addition to I and II. It will be convenient

to refer to the joint statement of III, and I1I2 as property III. The discus-

sion will show incidentally that III is independent of I and II.

The most general system for which I and II hold was proved in article 14 to

be represented by equations of the form (27), namely,

(41) z" = Ey",        tj" = Gy" + Htf
,2

The straight line corresponding to a given element is here determined by the

equations*

(42) X+y'Y+z'Z = 0,        MY+NZ+1 = 0,

where

G,EG + E'
(42') M,N--

H(l + y'2+z'2)-3(y' + Xz')'

The problem is to determine the form of the functions G and H, or, what is

equivalent, of the functions M and A7", so that property III shall also hold, that

is, so that the congruence (42) shall be of the particular type described in III,

and III2.

Let the equations of the cubic associated with the given point, which we take

*In the dynamical case these reduce, of course, to equations (30).
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as origin of the homogeneous cartesian coordinates X, Y, Z, T, be, in para-

metric form,

X= atX3 + a0X* + a,X + a2,

(43) Y=bi\> + bg\2 + bxX + b2,

Z = ctX3 + c0X2 + cxX+c2,

T=diX3 + d0X2 + dxX + d2.

The curve is to pass through the origin by III2. We may take the parameter

so that X = oo shall correspond to this point.    Therefore

(44) a4 = j4 = c4=0.

The directional property involved in III2 requires further that

(45) a0:b0: ca=l:o)x:o>2.

We may therefore take our cubic curve in the form

X = a0\2 + axX + a2,

.... Y=b0X2 + bxX + b2,
(46) («,:J,:%x=l :«,:«,).

Z = c0\2 -|-c,X-|-c2,

T=\*+ d0X2 + dxX + d2.

The coefficients a, b, c, d may involve x, y, z in any way.

If we substitute these values in (42), we find

(47) L0\2 + Lx\+L2=0,

where

(47')    L0= a0 + y'bg+ z'c0,    Lx = ax + y'bx + z'cx,    L2= a2 +y'b2+ z'c2;

and

(48) X3 + (Mb0 + JVe0 + d0)X2 + (Mbx + Ncx + dx)X+(Mb2+Xc2+d2)=0.

The condition that the line (42) shall intersect the cubic (46) in two points is

that the equations (47), (48) shall have two roots X in common. This gives two

relations

(49 L0(b0L2)M+L0(c0L2)X=LxL2-L0(d0L2),

L0(bxL2)M+ L0(cxL2)N= L\- L0(dxL2),

where the parentheses represent determinants

(49') (baL2) = \L2-b2La, etc.

in terms of their principal diagonals.
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The solution of (49) gives, after some reduction,

M_ A(clA)-A(coA)-A(rfic2A)
{àbc)L.(50) v      '   °

N = L2(b0L2)-Lx(bxL2)+L0(dxb2L3)

(abc)L0

Arranging these with respect to y , z , we find that the functions M and N are

necessarily of the form

_ m, + m2y + m3z + y'(lxy + l2z)

3(l+eoxy' + co2z')

(51)
_ n, + n2y + n3z' + z'(lxy + l2z')

3(1 + 0,,^' + ^')

where the coefficients l,m,n involve only x, y, z.

Conversely, any functions of this form lead to a system (41) with the required

properties. The congruence (42) may, in fact, for these values of M and N, be

put into the form

X+y'Y+z'Z = 0,

(52)    - (lxy + l2z')X+(mx + m2y + m3z')Y+ (n, + n2y + n3z')Z

= 3(1 -f cùxy +co2z).

A discussion entirely analogous to that given in articles 17 and 18 shows that

the congruence is defined by the cubic curve

mxY+nxZ + 3     m2Y+n2Z -lxX+3cox     m3Y+ n3Z-l2X+ 3co2
(bó) x = F = ^ .

This passes through the origin in the direction 1 : «a, : ta2, hence property III

holds in its entirety.    Our result may be stated as follows :

The most general quintuply infinite system of curves with properties I, II

and III is represented by equations of the form

(54) z" = Ey",        y" = Gy" + Hy"2,

where
z   — to

(54') E=-,-2,K     J y  — ta,

and G and H are defined by the relations

rtn     G-.EG + E' :H(l+y'2 + z2)-3(y + Kz') = mx + m2y +m3z'
(54 )

+y'(hy'+1¿) • ni+ n2y'+ n3z +z {hy'+ hz) •3 (1 + wiy'+ v')-

The system thus involves ten arbitrary functions ofx, y, z, namely,

(55) ta,, ta2, lx, l2, mx, m-2, m3, n{, n2, n3.
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Relations between the ten coefficients.

24. The dynamical systems, defined by equations of the form (8) in connec-

tion with (8') or (8"), involve only three arbitrary functions cb, ifr,X and thus

constitute a special case of the systems obtained in the preceding article. The

question then arises, what is the special nature of the ten functions (55), which

appear as coefficients in the equations (54"), if the system (54) is to be of the

dynamical type?

Comparing the equations (52) with the corresponding equations (31), (31') of

the dynamical case, and introducing the functions to,, ta2, c¡> defined by (9), we

find that

1 y ' 2 2 '

(56) mx^=-coxeî>x-cou, m2= <Px-coXy-coxepy, m3=-coXz-coxepz,

In order that the ten functions (55) shall belong to a dynamical system it is

necessary and sufficient that they shall be expressible in terms of three functions

ta,, ta2, 4> according to (56).

25. The explicit conditions may be obtained by eliminating <P from (56).

The algebraic elimination of <3>x, <P , «I>  yields five relations, namely:

W3+ £0U + <Ü1Z2 = 0' U2 + "%+ W2¿1 = 0>

(") , m, + co, n, + as.

m2-+ »ly + <Vl = »s + »2. + V2 =  -        ' = - "4r^-

Furthermore, from (56) we obtain the equations

(58) fr =_M^l. = _^ + \        »      ^        *=¿2,
\        S x ^ °>2

for which the conditions of integrability may be written

w   ,„_,, = o,     t + (*±*)-..     ^(=^),-«-

26. We have thus obtained eight necessary relations (57), (59). We now

prove that these are also sufficient. Suppose that any ten functions satisfying

these relations are given. Then, on account of (59), the equations (58) will be

consistent ; hence a function <J> can be determined.* It is then easily verified

that, on account of the relations (57), the equations (56) hold.

*The integration constant involved enters additively in *. Hence, from (9), the force

(¡>, f, ^ is determined except for a constant factor.   This agrees with the result stated in artiole 3.
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In order that a system of curves with properties I, II, and III, that is, a

system defined by equations of the form (54), (54'), (54"), shall be of the

dynamical type, it is necessary and sufficient that the ten functions (55) shall

satisfy the relations (57) and (59).

27. Preliminary interpretation.    It remains to interpret the relations (57),

(59) geometrically. For any system of curves with properties I, II, III there

is associated with each point x, y, z a definite cubic curve Y, whose equations

are given by (53). The association of point and corresponding cubic is fixed

by the functions (55). Any relation between the functions is thus equivalent

to a restriction on this association. It would in this way be possible to derive

a direct geometrical interpretation of the relations (57), (59) which express the

character of the association in the dynamical case. However, the result thus

obtained is quite complicated and we shall not state it. A simple geometric

interpretation will be' obtained indirectly in the subsequent discussion of asso-

ciated »S-systems.

28. We derive first a property which is equivalent to two of the eight relations

(57). According to article 13 there corresponds to any element (y , z') at a

given point a definite straight line. Consider now the particular element ( ea,, ta )

whose direction is that of the force acting at the point. By taking the axis of

abscissas in this direction, we find that the corresponding line is represented by

(60) X=0,        coxY+co2xZ=3.

The perpendicular distance from the given point, here taken as the origin of the

X, Y, Z system, to this line is

_3^
Vco:   + taj "
r        \x    '        2x

On the other hand the radius of curvature of the line of force (10) passing

through the given point is, under the assumed conditions,

1

that is, just one third of the perpendicular distance.

The direction of the straight line (60) is also simply related to the line of

force.    The osculating plane of the latter is

ta, J"— ta,  Z = 0 .
2x ix

It is thus perpendicular to the line (60).    The results may be stated as follows :

The straight line which corresponds, in accordance with property II, to a

lineal element belonging to a line of force is parallel to the binormal of the

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 11
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line of force ; and its perpendicular distance from the given point is three

times the radius of curvature of the line of force.

This may be stated in purely geometric form by replacing the direction of

the force by that of the axis of the pencil considered in property I. It is

found that the results hold for all systems in which the functions (55) satisfy

the conditions

(61)
1

~ 1+^cof+coï

(62) = 0.

mx + m2a>x + m3co2 + cox(lxa>x + l2a>2)}2 + {?*, + «2ta, + ii%cu2 + t»2(Z,ta, + l2a>2)}

= (eou + coxcoly + co2coXz)2 + (co2x + coxco2y + <»2taJ2

ta,     taljr + ta,ta,;/-|-ta2£als

°>2       m2x +<Ul<B2i,+ (a2Ù)22

"to + ^l^ly + •j»!.       "*1 + m2W\  + ^"ï + "lCl*! +  ^S®*)

•to + ai % + «2 •*.        »1  +   ,l2 ®1   +  ni •»   +  ®i ( h ®1 + ^2^2)

These are, in fact, consequences of the relations (57), though of course the con-

verse is not true. The property stated in this article thus holds not only for

dynamical but for more general systems. Its addition to I, II, and III will

therefore not yield a complete characterization of the dynamical type.

THE   ASSOCIATED   PLANE   SYSTEMS   S.

29. Definition. To reach the desired characterization we introduce certain

plane systems of curves which may be associated with any qulntuply infinite

system of space curves.

Consider any plane 7r. Through each point of ir there pass oo2 curves of the

given system which are tangent to tr. Project the differential elements of the

third order belonging to these space curves orthogonally upon it, thus obtaining

002 plane differential elements of the third order at the selected point. Apply-

ing this process to all points of it, we h.ave a definite system of 004 differential

elements of the third order. These elements define a certain differential equa-

tion of the third order and thus determine 003 integral curves. These form

what we shall term the associated S-system in the plane 77-.

The system S is easily determined analytically. Let the given plane -rr be

taken as the xy plane, and let the equations of the arbitrary quintuply infinite

system be

z" = g(x, y, z, y, z, y"),

(63)
y"' =f(x> 2/' z, y, z,y ).

Then for the lineal elements contained in ir we have

z = 0,        z = 0.
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Hence the differential equation of S is

(64) y" =f(x,y, 0, y, 0, y")=f0(x, y,y, y").

There will be in all oo3 of these triply infinite systems S, namely, one for

each plane of space. Any geometric property of these systems is at the same

time a property of the original space system ; for the former are determined

geometrically by the latter.

30. We apply this notion to the dynamical systems and obtain :

Property IV.    The plane systems S associated with any quintuply infinite

system of dynamical trajectories are of the (two-dimensional ) dynamical type.

To prove this it will be sufficient to consider the »S-system associated with the

xy plane. Applying the method given in the preceding article to the equa-

tions (8), or, as is equivalent, to the equations (5) and (6), we find that the

system is defined by

(65) (+-y'<i>)y'" =

where ef>, -^ are functions of x, y obtained from ep, ijr by substituting 0 for z

This is precisely the equation of the trajectories generated by the plane field of

force whose components are <p, yjr*    The force acting in the plane is seen to be

derivable by orthogonal projection from the given force (1).

31. The geometrical properties of plane dynamical systems are given in the

paper already cited. We shall number the properties as in that paper, but dis-

tinguish them from the spatial properties already obtained by attaching a sub-

script p.    As the characteristic set we may take f

(67) iP, n,, in , V , VI,.

Property IV, given in article 30, may thus be restated in purely geometric

form as follows :

Property IV. The systems S associated with any quintuply infinite sys-

tem of dynamical trajectories possess the plane properties 1^, IIp, III , V , VI,.

It thus may be broken up into five distinct statements, of which the first, for

example, would be : Every »S'-system is such that the osculating parabolas (con-

structed at the common point) of the oo ' curves passing through a given point

in a given direction have their foci located on a circle passing through the

given point.

*Cf. Trajectories, p. 403, formula (5).

t Loo. cit., p. 417.

1    & + y'<py

y'      yfr   + y' f
- Hy"\
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32. Converse, of I . The object of the remaining discussion is to show that

the addition of property IV to properties I, II, III gives a set which completely

characterizes the dynamical type in space. We must therefore examine the

effect of adding successively the properties (67) to I, II, III. The first result

is this :

If any quintuply infinite system of space curves possesses properties I, II,

then the associated S-systems necessarily possess property I .

This is proved by noting that the condition for I is that the differential

equation of the plane system shall be of the form *

(68) tf" = G(x,y,y')y" + H(x,y,y',)y"2.

That the »S-system is of this type is seen from the equations (27), which repre-

sent the most general system with properties I and II.

It is thus shown that I is redundant, in the sense that it is a consequence of

preceding spatial properties.

33. Converse of II , III . In order that the system (68) shall have proper-

ties II , III , it is necessary that the G and H shall have the special forms f

(69) G = ^_+jfyf±v       ^Ä^i_
y — m y — °>

where X, p, v, ea involve x, y only.

We now determine under what conditions a system with properties I, II, and

III, that is, a system whose differential equations are of the type defined by

(54), (54'), (54"), will have associated /S-systems possessing properties II , III .

This is to be the case, of course, for the »S'-system in every plane.

Consider first the planes parallel to the xy plane. The systems S are then

found by substituting 0 for z and an arbitrary constant for z. By making use

of forms (69) in connection with (54"), we find

?», + m2y' + /, y'2 = Xtf + py + v,

(70) «j.../ co2(x/ + py'+v) + (y'-cox)co't +
1 +   ïJ - y' - ®,

The elimination of X, p., v then gives

' - ®t      nh + ®ix + (m2 + ®i¡,)y' + ¿i/j

-ta2 ni + û)^ + (n2+co2y)y'

®2®1

* Trajectories, article 13.

fLoc. cit., articles 14, 15.
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This is to be satisfied identically ; hence

n2 + a,2y + lieù2 = °i

(71) ta,(n, +<a2J-ta2(m, + ta,J = 0,

ni + w2x - ®i(»a + •%) + ®î(»*S + %) = °-

An analogous discussion for the systems S in the planes parallel to the xz

plane yields the relations

Wl3 + Wl2 + Z2W1=0'

(72) ta,(W, + ta2J-ta2(m, + ta, J = 0 ,

mi + »to + wi(w3 + »J - aÁm» + ®i.) = °-

No new relations are found by considering other planes.   The relations (71), (72)

are seen to reduce to five and to be equivalent to the relations (57).

The only systems of curves with properties I, II, III, I,, II,, III, are those

systems of type (54), (54'), (54") in which the functions (55) satisfy the rela-

tions (57).

34. It has been proved incidentally that when II , III, hold for the systems

S in two series of parallel planes, say the planes parallel to two of the coordi-

nate planes, they then necessarily hold for all planes of space. Of course it is

assumed here, as in the following, that I, II, III hold for the original space

system.

35. Converse of V . It will now be shown that property V imposes no

additional restrictions. The condition that a plane system defined by the forms

(69) shall have this property is*

(73) Xca2 + pa> + v + cox + cûcù = 0.

Applying this to the »S-systems in the planes parallel to the xy plane, for which,

according to (70),

(74) X = Z,, p = m2, v = mx, ta = ta,,   ,

we find

(75) lxcû\ + m2cùx + mx + mu + t»,ta,y = 0.

This, however, is seen to be a consequence of the relations (57).

Property Y  is a consequence of II , III   in connection with I, II, III.

36. Converse of VI . It will now be shown that property VI, does impose

additional restrictions and that these are precisely equivalent to the relations

(59) obtained in article (25).

* Trajectories, article 22.
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The condition for VI   is *p
fv+co\

We begin by applying this to the /^-systems in the planes parallel to the xy

plane.    In this case we may use the values given in (74) ; hence

/ wi. + ta,  \

',, + ( vu-0;
which is the third of the equations (59). The corresponding condition for the

planes parallel to the xz plane is obtained by replacing y by z, &>, by ta2, lx by l2

and m, by n,.    This gives the second of the equations'(59).

The discussion for the »S-systems in planes parallel to the yz plane is not so

simple ; for here we can no longer employ x as the independent variable. It

is necessary to transform the second of the equations (54) so that say y shall be

the independent variable.    The result is

/ dz\2 dz

n^ dH _ XUyJ  +fldy + V ¿Pz        J_ / dH\2
I    ; ~dy3~ dz ' dy2+dz        \dy2)'

where

dy dy

dx dx
m, -T- n. + nx(77') _m3 _'l*'"2"°xdy p J_Z     (hf

CO,

For  the   »S-systems  considered, x   is  an  arbitrary constant  and  dx/dy = 0.

Thus the condition (76) gives

= 0.

By using the relations (57), it may be shown that this takes the simple form

which is the first of the relations (59).

We may avoid the calculations that would be introduced by the direct consider-

ation of other planes as follows. It has been shown that when the »S-systems in

planes parallel to the coordinate planes possess property VI , then relations (59)

are necessarily fulfilled. The relations (57) are already fulfilled on account of

properties II , III .    From the theorem of article 25 it then follows that the

* Trajectories, p. 415.
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original system of space curves is of dynamical type. Hence, by article 30, the

systems S for all the planes of space are of dynamical type and hence possess VI,.

In order that a system with properties I, II, III, II , III shall also possess

property VI it is necessary and sufficient that the relations (59) shall be

fulfilled.
37. It has been shown incidentally that when VI holds for the »S-systems

constructed in a triply orthogonal series of planes, it then holds for all »S-systems.

38. Restatement of IV. It will be recalled that the plane systems S were

obtained, not by the orthogonal projection of the space curves, but by the

orthogonal projection of the differential elements of the third order belonging

to these curves. If we consider the oo4 space curves of the original quintuply

infinite system which touch a given plane tt, their orthogonal projections upon

that plane would give rise to a system of oo4 plane curves. The relation between

these curves and those belonging to the system S in the same plane is as follows :

the projections of the oo2 space curves touching it at a common point O have,

at that point, contact of the third order with the oo2 ¿v-curves passing through O.

Properties I , II , III have reference to the curves passing through a given

point ; properties V , VI, relate to certain variations produced by changing

that point. Neither set involves differential elements of higher than the third

order.    Hence it is possible to replace property IV by the following equivalent :

If the oo2 trajectories touching a given plane tt at a common point O are

projected orthogonally upon it, the plane curves thus obtained possess the prop-

erties I , II , III and hence also the derived property IV as stated in the

two-dimensional theory.* When the point O varies in the plane it , the direc-

tion associated with it by II and the conic associated with it by IV vary in

accordance with the restrictions expressed in V, and VI .*

Complete characterization.

39. The main result of our entire discussion may be stated as follows :

In order that a system of oo5 space curves, of which oo' pass through each

point in each direction, shall be identifiable with the system of trajectories due

to a (positional) field of force

d ic d 1/ d?" %
-¿ti = c\>(x,y,z),      -¿j2 = ^(x,y,z),      ¿t2=x(*,y,z),

it is necessary and sufficient that it shall have the following purely geometric

properties :

I. The osculating planes of the oo2 curves passing through a given point

form a pencil ; that is, all the planes pass through a fixed direction.

*See Trajectnr'—
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II. The osculating spheres of the oo1 curves passing through a given point

in a given direction form a pencil ; their centers thus lie on a straight line.

III. The straight lines which correspond, in accordance with II, to all the

directions at a given point, form a congruence, of order one and class three,

consisting of the secants of a twisted cubic curve ; which cubic passes through

the given point in the direction fixed by property I.

IV. The associated systems S, constructed as in article 29, have the charac-

teristic properties of plane dynamical systems.

These four properties are independent in the sense that no one can be derived

from those which precede it.* The last one, IV, may be replaced by weaker

requirements: of the component parts it is sufficient to retain II,, III , VI,,

and of all »S-systems it is sufficient to consider those constructed in a triply

orthogonal series of planes.

40. From article 22 it is seen that a complete geometric characterization of

the trajectories produced by a conservative force is obtained by adding to III

in the preceding set the requirement that, for every point of space, the corre-

sponding cubic curve shall be of the rectangular species.

Columbia University, New York.

* The question of absolute independence is left open. It may be that the other properties are

consequences of IV.


